ART+NATURE+PEOPLE Scavenger Hunt

The 164-acre Ann and Jim Goodnight Museum Park connects art, nature, and people to encourage creative experiences and human interactions. Complete this Art+Nature+People Scavenger Hunt to explore the Park. Grab a Park Map at the Information Desk to help guide you, or visit bit.ly/ncma-park. We ask that you respect the artwork by refraining from climbing or touching the sculptures, unless otherwise noted. Make sure to respect the landscape around you by not taking home or leaving behind anything. Let’s keep it beautiful for all visitors!

ART

Find Flight Wind Reeds and view it from three different angles. Create an interpretive dance inspired by the lines and movement you see.

Check out the rock sculpture near the outdoor stage. Take your time to walk along the rocks, tracing the large shape. What letter does their shape make? Bonus: This is just one of the letters that spell out a two-word phrase when seen from above. What does it say?

Take a seat in one of the Ernest and Ruth speech bubbles. While there, ponder what art means to you. How do you interact with art on a daily basis? Discover more at bit.ly/thomas-park.

NATURE

The Park is home to many native birds. Find one with red on it. Look up, down, and all around to catch a glimpse. Stop and observe for a little bit if you can. What is the bird doing? Can you hear its song? Discover more at bit.ly/birds-tip.

Find the uniquely textured bark of the beloved tree that produces the state flower of North Carolina, the dogwood. What does it feel like? Does it remind you of anything? Discover more at bit.ly/tree-tip.

Head to the Pond to see if you can spot one of the resident great blue herons. Discover more at bit.ly/birds-tip2.

PEOPLE

Find Wind Sculpture II. How many colors do you see? Do you see anyone else in the Park wearing those same colors?

Trek out to the south end of the Park and find Wind Machine. Take some time to watch all the moving pieces. Now look around. What forms of kinetic movement do you see? For instance, people riding bicycles, pushing strollers, or skating on roller blades, etc.? Discover more at bit.ly/wind-ncma.

Find our iconic sculpture, Gyre, by Thomas Sayer. Mimic its shape with your body or together with those in your group. Take a photo, share it, and be sure to tag us so we know you’ve successfully conquered our Art+Nature+People Scavenger Hunt! @ncartmuseum #NCMAPark #ArtNaturePeople. Discover more at bit.ly/gyre_poem.
WANT TO EXPLORE MORE OF THE MUSEUM PARK?

Check out our interactive ART+NATURE+PEOPLE Scavenger Hunt!

You can find it here or snag a hard copy at the West Building Information Desk during open hours.

[insert QR code]